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The present invention relates to an improved antenna device. More particularly, the present invention relates to an antenna device
having a plurality of resonant elements (i.e. each resonant element corresponding to a resonance frequency), so that each of the

resonant elements, which have different resonance frequencies, resonate at the same time, thereby preventing the problem of phase
difference among the resonant elements. 2. Description of the Related Art In general, an antenna device such as a field

superheterodyne radio has a resonance circuit composed of a coil and a capacitor and is used to receive a signal from an aerial line
and perform a radio process. The resonant circuit composed of the coil and the capacitor is used to change a coil current from a high
frequency to a low frequency. In other words, one end of the coil is connected to an amplifier that amplifies the signal, and the other
end of the coil is connected to a low-pass filter through which a signal having a lower frequency band than the high frequency signal
passing the amplifier is passed. As the coil and the capacitor are used to form the resonant circuit, the resonant circuit is also called a
parallel resonant circuit. A parallel resonant circuit can perform a radio process with a different frequency depending on the size of
the coil and the capacitance and is provided in most radio receivers. As the signal received in the antenna device is amplified, the
amplified signal is passed through a low-pass filter, and the low-pass filter passes only a signal having a desired frequency band,

which is amplified by the amplifier. In the low-pass filter, a coil or a capacitor is used to constitute a parallel resonant circuit, and a
filter characteristic is obtained in the multi-stage arrangement of a plurality of parallel resonant circuits. A high frequency amplifier,

a band pass filter, a low-pass filter, and so on are combined in
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Office Excel. Save As PDF Type.Q: Spaces not always erased by Microsoft® ASP.NET® FTL during build I'm using Microsoft®

ASP.NET® FTL to run my tests. I configured it to build and run during every commit with the following code in my VSCode
extension: const fs = require('fs'); const build = fs.readdirSync('./packages/framework/build/bin/Framework'); const run =
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'netcoreapp3.1/ftl.exe'); if (found) { const framework = fs.readdirSync(ftsPath); const frameworkRunFound =

framework.includes('.vscode-run-test.dll'); if (frameworkRunFound &&!framework.includes('fsharp')
&&!build.includes('SetContentTypes')) { const newFs = fs.readdirSync(runPath); const newFramework = fs.readdirSync(buildPath);
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